Modular Lamination System “EVOLUTION”

With the new Lamination System ‘Evolution” Crest sets the

Evolution seamlessly combines laminating with complemen-

newest standard in Lamination equipment in the industry.

tary processes like unwinding, slitting, cutting and winding.

The new modular solution is constructed to easily meet

The processes you require can be combined with simply con-

industrial customer’s demands and improve their production

necting different modules. Integration of complex processes

processes and output.

has never been that simple!

True Value Investment:
Flexibility is integrated and in case future changes are

The investment in “Evolution” assures:

needed, such as specific machine requirements, processing

- High flexibility

new materials or the use of new applications, the machine

- Longest service life of the equipment

can easily be adjusted and upgraded to meet your changing

- Process optimization by combining processes

market needs.

- Increase quantity and quality of output
- Best total cost of ownership in the market

Modular Lamination Concept “EVOLUTION”

Flexibility comes standard:
Your material and processing requirements will be translated in a custom-made machine that incorporates
the required processing modules. The machine is built by simply connecting the different modules together
as one integrated processing unit that meets your industrial demands.
Winding Jumbo Rolls

Laminating

Slitting

Cutting

Differential shaft

Autogripshaft for easy roll loading

Integrated Operational Efficiency:
The user-friendly Evolution HMI is based on the TIA (totally integrated
automated) platform that runs on a Siemens PLC. The various machine
modules are controlled via one HMI, assuring a seamless operation of
all processes.
Main features of the Evolution HMI are:
- Simplicity in configuration and set-up
- Industrial Data/Event Logging and Management
- Integrated Safety
- Remote Monitoring
Why Crest?
Crest helps international companies to improve or automate their production processes. Crest is capable of implementing customer driven specific requirements such as processing new materials or the
use of new applications to enable a quick response of the customer to changing market demands. Besides the tailor-made portfolio, Crest also offers a wide range of standard laminating and cutting equipment of the highest quality.
Crest stands for:
- Unique specialist Know-How of laminating and complementary processes, ensuring the integration and optimisation of your processes
- Reliability in training and support
- Highest quality in after sales and maintenance
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